
 

Position Goal 
Help Peyote Bird and the Leadership Team push out to the world all the beautiful products we have to
sell through a structured process and a formalized brand, bringing advocacy of our brand t
every agreed upon opportunity.

 Position Responsibilities
01. Production
- Serve as liaison between product development, production facilities, Hong Kong office, and QC 
 for accurate preparation as defined by customer routing guides 
- Provide support to the Purchase Team on questions or issues that arise when buying 
 components for production; elevate the problem to the appropriate manager if necessary 
- Assess the delivery requirements and timelines for purchasing materials and coordinate with 
 the HK Team to ensure all due dates are met 
- Proactively anticipate production issues, propose solutions and communicate to manager 
 and / or team members involved
- Regularly communicate with our Hong Kong team to facilitate logistics, production 
 processes and shipping
- Apply critical thinking to identify problems, suggest and execute solutions to improve 
 production, logistics, QC and prepping processes
- Coordinate with Finance and Production Team (HK) on RTVs and repairs to ensure 
 appropriate processing of product and debit memos

02. Obsolete Materials
- Serve as liaison between designer, sales, stringers, production facilities and warehouses 
 in Santa Fe and China
- Develop production samples with factories or local stringers and coordinate production – 
 if necessary, coordinate material isolation with involved warehouses
- Organize obsolete materials inventory in the warehouses, creating an easy to understand 
 methodology for recording and tracking inventory status
- Provide consistent communication on material status

03. International Freight - Shipment and Receiving 
- Communicate with Hong Kong office and freight forwarders regarding pre- and post-processes, 
 requirements, formalities and procedures
- Ensure our shipments arrive on time at the specified destination and are charged 
 the correct duties
- Maintain product and componentry knowledge related to US customs code and requirements,
  descriptions and duties
- Remain current regarding international shipping knowledge (air and cargo)
- Physically receive the international packages, input in the system and distribute to the corresponding 
 departments or warehouses
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The Production and Logistics Coordinator for Peyote Bird Designs is responsible for the daily 
coordination of all aspects of production through US and global manufacturing facilities, 
ensuring on-time deliveries and fulfillment of quality and shipping requirements.  The position reports 
to the Director of Operations and is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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04. ATD support 
- Communicate price negotiations with ATD
- Input and maintain the data-base with ATD price matrices 
- Maintain an accurate inventory of on-hand ATD program items (both physically and in the system)
- Analyze inventory needs (vault and programs) and place orders with ATD when needed 

05. Organizational and Team Responsibilities
- Take ownership 
- Be passionate in what you do 
- Be a team player 
- Be respectful 
- Build trust

06. Required Skills
- Strong proficiency in QuickBooks, MS Office: Excel, Word, Outlook, and MS Project 
- Finely honed attention-to-detail
- Solid organizational skills and the ability to multi-task in a deadline-oriented environment
- Strong data entry skills and the ability to keep records and maintain files
- Consistent and accurate communication skills
- A consistent pro-active approach to identifying and/or preventing problems and solving 
 them through the use effective use of information, process and policy improvements
 

07. Desired Skills
- Jewelry industry experience 
- Purchasing experience 
- Knowledge of stones and other materials used in jewelry production

08. Education and/or Experience
- College degree or equivalent years of higher education
- 3+ years of manufacturing experience and/or related work experience
 

09. Physical Conditions
- Strength: Light – exert up to 20 lbs. of force occasionally and/or up to 10 lbs. of 
 force frequently and/or negligible amount of force constantly to move objects
- Movement: Walking, sitting, climbing, balancing, reaching, handling, fingering, feeling
- Auditory: talking and hearing
- Vision: near acuity and depth perception, accommodation, color vision, field of vision
- Environment: office working environment
- Equipment: computer, scales, calipers
- Hazards: none


